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About the IEEE




A team of IEEE
volunteers from the
IEEE Rio de Janeiro
Section repairing
broken mechanical
ventilators used in
public hospitals to help
fight the Covid-19
outbreak

IEEE is the world’s largest technical professional
organization with over 400,000 members all over the world
Not for profit mission “advancing technology for humanity”
Core area of activity:

o
o
o
o

Membership organization
Conferences organizer
Standards developer
Quality publishing program that consistently
produces the top-cited information in
Electrical Engineering, Computing, Telecom,
AI, Robotics and many other fields*

A team of 150 IEEE
volunteers from
Nigeria developed a
robot that uses vital
signals to detect,
prevent and mitigate
the spread of Covid-19
in hospitals.

– Publisher of journals, conferences, standards, eBooks, and
eLearning via the IEEE Xplore Digital Library

*Source: Journal Citation Reports® (JCR) from Clarivate

Spotlighting two Projects from IEEE
SIGHT- the Special Interest Group
on Humanitarian Technology

Your IEEE Xplore Subscription
The IEEE Xplore Digital Library is your gateway to onethird of the world’s technical literature:
 Unlimited full-text access
 Full-text IEEE content published since 1988, with
select content dating back to 1884
 Approximately 200 IEEE Journals, Transactions, and
Magazines, including early access documents
 Proceedings from IEEE Conferences
 Over 3,000 active and approved IEEE Standards
 IEEE Standards Dictionary Online
IEEE Xplore by the numbers:
 Over 5 million total documents
 More than 8 million downloads per month
 Over 5 million unique users

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org

New Journals Coming in 2022 & 2023
2022:

 IEEE Open Journal of Control Systems
 IEEE Journal on Flexible Electronics
 IEEE Open Journal of Instrumentation and Measurement
 IEEE Transactions on Signal and Power Integrity
 TUP International Crowd Science
 iEnergy

Coming in 2023:

 IEEE Trans on AgriFood Electronics
 IEEE Electron Devices Magazine
 IEEE Transactions on Energy Markets, Policy and Regulation
 IEEE Transactions on Industrial Cyber-Physical Systems
 IEEE Microwave and Wireless Technology Letters
 IEEE Transactions on Radar Systems
*Please note this is a tentative list and is subject to change.

IEEE Conferences Continue to Address Research in
New and Emerging Technologies
Some examples of conferences published in 2021 covering innovative technologies
that can transform our world:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2021 IEEE Int’l Solid-State Circuits Conference (ISSCC)
2021 4th Int’l Conf on Artificial Intelligence and Big Data
2021 32nd Annual SEMI Advanced Semiconductor Manufacturing Conf
2021 7th Int’l Conf on Automation, Robotics and Applications (ICARA)
2021 IEEE 93rd Vehicular Technology Conf (VTC2021-Spring)
2021 IEEE 2nd Int’l Conf on Big Data, AI, and Internet of Things Engineering
2021 8th IEEE Int’l Conf on Cyber Security and Cloud Computing (CSCloud)
2021 16th Int’l Conf on Ecological Vehicles and Renewable Energies (EVER)
2021 IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid Technologies Conference (ISGT)
2021 5th Int’l Conf on Internet of Things and Applications (IoT)
2021 Joint European Conf on Networks and Communications & 6G Summit

Note: this is a partial listing of new conferences and is not all-inclusive or final. Information is subject to change.

IEEE PES T&D Conf 2022 in
New Orleans

IEEE Asia Pacific Conf,
TENSYMP in Bangladesh

Over 200k new
papers posted in
2021!

IEEE Covers All Areas of Technology
Electrical engineering, computing, and beyond…
Aerospace
Artificial Intelligence
Autonomous Vehicles
Biomedical Engineering
Broadcasting
Circuits
Communications
Computing
Control and Automation
Cyber Security
Electronics

Information Technology
Internet of Things
Nanotechnology
Optics
Power Electronics
Renewable Energy
Robotics
Semiconductors
Smart Cities & Smart Grid
Transportation
And more…

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org

Open Access Publishing Options

What is Open Access?
▸Article is made freely available upon publication; no subscription or pay-per-view fee
required
▸Often supported by an Article Processing Charge (APC), paid for by the author or
research funder
▸May include different copyright or licensing agreements than traditional publication

Why Should I Care About Open Access?
Share your
work more
broadly

Comply with
funder’s
requirements

Enable others
to build on
your work

Open Access Publishing Agreements

Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY)
• Author retains copyright
• Attribution required
• Commercial use permitted
• Changes permitted

Creative Commons
Attribution, NonCommercial,
No Derivatives (CCBY-NC-ND)
• Author retains copyright
• Attribution required
• Commercial use not
permitted
• Changes not permitted

IEEE’s Evolving Open Access Program
To help authors gain maximum exposure for their groundbreaking
research and application-oriented articles, IEEE offers three options for
open access (OA) publishing, all designed to meet the varying needs of
our authors throughout their careers.

OA Publishing Options
1. Hybrid Journals - 160 journals and magazines spanning
an array of technology fields
2. Fully Open Access Topical Journals – 25+ titles and
more coming soon
3. Multidisciplinary OA journal - IEEE Access
o
o
o

IEEE’s largest open access journal, over 50,000 articles since 2013
Highly cited journal in a range of fields
Rapid yet rigorous peer review process of 4 to 6 weeks.

With the above options for authors, IEEE has published
over 80,000 open access articles in IEEE Xplore.

In all, IEEE publishes 26 fully Open Access journals

In the last 18 months, we have launched 17 new journals and flipped 2 existing journals to Open Access

▸IEEE Access
▸IEEE Journal of Electron Devices Society
▸IEEE Journal of Exploratory Solid-State Computational
Devices and Circuits
▸IEEE Journal of Microwaves – NEW!
▸IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth
Observations and Remote Sensing – FLIPPED!
▸IEEE Journal of Translational Engineering in Health and
Medicine
▸IEEE Open Access Journal of Power and Energy – RETITLED!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Antennas and Propagation – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Circuits and Systems – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Engineering in Medicine and Biology –
NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Industry Applications – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems –
NEW!

▸IEEE Open Journal of Nanotechnology – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Power Electronics – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Signal Processing – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of the Communications Society – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of the Computer Society – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of the Industrial Electronics Society –
NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of the Solid-State Circuits Society – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and
Frequency Control – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Vehicular Technology – NEW!
▸IEEE Photonics Journal (flipped in 2012)
▸IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation
Engineering – FLIPPED!
▸IEEE Transactions on Quantum Engineering – NEW!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Control Systems – COMING in 2022!
▸IEEE Open Journal of Instrumentation and Measurement –
COMING in 2022!

Europe & Middle East: Journal Article Output 2021
Corresponding author data – open access vs traditional publishing

Source: IEEE Publications Department, 2021 Publishing Data based on order date
March 2022

Select a Target Publication

Pick Your Target
▸Select just one target publication;
concurrent submissions are unethical
▸Start by looking at the publications
cited in your references
▸Ask your supervisor or other colleagues
experienced in publishing for
recommendations
▸Read the Aims & Scope of your
potential targets to ensure your article is
a good fit
▸Check out the IEEE Publication
Recommender

https://publication-recommender.ieee.org

Publishing Outlets: Conference or Journal?

▸Conferences are for preliminary findings of ongoing research
▸Journals are for fully-developed findings of completed research
▸Both are peer-reviewed and checked for plagiarism before
publication
▸Open Access is only available for journals at this time

Note:

Authors are expected to present their
findings in person at a conference in order to
be published in the conference proceedings

Submission

Choosing Where to Submit – in IEEE Xplore
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/browse/periodica
ls/title?refinements=Publisher:IEEE&showA
ctiveTitlesOnly=true

Submission Process – OA vs. Hybrid
The corresponding author completes the submission process,
▸OA Only journals only publish open access articles. Authors submitting to OA-only
journals must confirm their agreement to the OA charges during the first step of the
submission process.
▸Hybrid OA journals allow authors the option to choose whether they would like their
article to be OA or not. Authors submitting to hybrid journals will be asked to make
their OA choice after acceptance, during the submission of final materials.

Connecting Ringgold During Submission
PLEASE SELECT THE
INSTITUTION NAME
FROM THE DROPDOWN

Ringgold IDs are integrated
in the submission system.
When adding an author’s
institution information, the
system will present the
author with a list of
institutions that most
closely match what the
author has entered.
If the author does not tie the
affiliation to a Ringgold, a
warning message appears.

Adding Authors During Submission
The submitting author
enters all co-author
information.
If the co-author does not
have an account, the
submitting author will
create one, and add
institution data.
The submitting author’s
institution data will be
used to match the author
with their institutional
OA account.
Note: Some institutions will
not fund publication if their
institution is not listed first.

PLEASE USE your
INSTITUTIONAL EMAIL
ADDRESS!

Acceptance

▸If the manuscript is accepted, the author will be
prompted to upload the final files and choose a
copyright license.
▸After acceptance, hybrid journal authors may
choose whether to publish open access.

Post acceptance – hybrid review

Note: Author of papers
published in hybrid journals
are asked about open
access after acceptance.

IEEE Electronic Copyright Form (eCF)
1. Confirm that the article
details are correct.
2. Confirm the paper’s
originality
3. OA Authors must agree
“to pay” an APC (Article
Processing Charge)
4. Select and sign CC-BY
license type
5. Download a copy of the
agreement

If funding is available Post acceptance – hybrid journal
Authors who choose
“traditional submission” in a
hybrid title will receive an
email informing them of the
opportunity to publish OA if an
active OA agreement is
present based on the
corresponding author’s
affiliation.
Note: The email is sent only if the
profile associated with the article
is set a “Touch free” in RLSC.

If funding is available
Article Acceptance

The author receives an email
when the request is approved
or denied by the institution.

Sign in to RLSC
Authors will need to create a
RLSC account or sign in to an
existing account in Standard
workflow.

If funding is NOT available or denied,
author is paying the open access charges.

More Open Science
Initiatives from IEEE

IEEE Supports Open Science and Reproducible Research
In addition to the full-text article, users also want access to data and
research artifacts to try to reproduce the results and see if the hypothesis
holds. So IEEE introduced:



Code Ocean – Allows authors to publish code or algorithms associated
with research articles in a computable environment and linked to IEEE
Xplore. Authors can upload code free of charge and users can access
code without a subscription.



IEEE DataPort – Enables authors to publish large data sets associated
with their research. Institutional subscription options now available
offering many benefits that help institutions comply with funding agency
requirements and maintain best practices for data management,
storage, while providing other researchers with access to your data.



TechRxiv – IEEE launched a new Preprint Server for Engineering and
Technology, a service that lets authors post early and fully open versions
of their articles, prior to peer review and prior to being published.

These enhancements improve the extent we can help researchers
communicate the value of their research by facilitating the communication
and availability of their research findings online.

How to avoid predatory publishers

Checklist to avoid predatory publisher
https://thinkchecksubmit.org
▸Do you or your colleagues know the journal?
– Have you read any articles in the journal before?
– Is it easy to discover the latest papers in the
journal?
▸Can you easily identify and contact the publisher?
– Is the publisher name clearly displayed on the
journal website?
– Can you contact the publisher by telephone,
email, and post?
▸Is the journal clear about the type of peer review it
uses? websites?

▸Are articles indexed in services that you use?

▸Is it clear what fees will be charged?
– Does the journal site explain what these fees are
for and when they will be
charged?
▸Do you recognise the editorial board?
– Have you heard of the editorial board members?
– Do the editorial board mention the journal on
their own
▸Is the publisher a member of a recognized industry
initiative?

For More: https://innovate.ieee.org/beware-of-predatoryjournals/

How to promote your research

Unique Identifier for authors

Open Science

TechRxiv™ Preprint Server

Publish graphical abstract and share it via Xplore on social media

Publish graphical abstract and share it via Xplore on social media

How IEEE Can Help

More IEEE Tools for Authors
Get your article ready for submission quickly with help from IEEE Author Tools

▸IEEE Author Center’s Support Tools:
 Find the right periodical or conference for your
research with the IEEE Publication Recommender
 Directly find and load the template for the publication
you are planning to submit to by using the IEEE
Template Selector
 Speed up the article submission process by validating
your LaTeX files with the IEEE LaTeX Analyzer
 Verify your reference list with the IEEE Reference
Preparation Assistant
 Test if your article will display properly in the IEEE
Xplore® Digital Library with the IEEE PDF Checker

IEEE Author Center:
ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org

Learn and Connect
URL: ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org
▸Authors@IEEE newsletter
▸Live and On-Demand
practical, skills-based
training
▸Network, collaborate, and
create with technology
experts globally in the
AuthorLab
▸Questions? Contact the IEEE
Author Engagement team at
authors@ieee.org

For More on IEEE Open Access Options
IEEE Open open.ieee.org
 More information on OA options for authors and
institutions, as well as a list of participating institutions
(also links from ScholarOne to this list)
 Learn more about specific journals and calls for papers
 Latest news on new and forthcoming titles
 FAQs for authors

IEEE Access ieeeaccess.ieee.org





Call for papers and announcements
Submission guidelines
FAQs
Featured articles

More Resources from IEEE
 IEEE has a variety of live and on-demand

webinars available to authors, IEEE Xplore users,
universities and technology organizations
 Other available webinars provide tips and best
practices to help researchers stay up to date by
using intuitive new tools delivered by IEEE
Xplore. We also offer resources to help authors
get published and share their research with the
technical community.

 Below is a link to register for upcoming and

recorded sessions. All are free to attend and we
encourage you to share this information with
your colleagues.

https://innovate.ieee.org/free-webinars-from-ieee/

Thank you for your time today!

Eszter Lukács
e.lukacs@ieee.org
IEEE Author Engagement Team
authors@ieee.org

Appendix
Additional Slides

Supplemental idem-Video recording of conference presentations – ISCAS 2020

Supplemental idem – Code and Research data

Supplemental idem – Research data

Open Science

Code Ocean

Code Ocean is an online code reproducibility
platform that integrates with any scholarly
platform.
▪ Authors can use to publish code and datasets.
▪ Code Ocean widget appears on the IEEE Xplore
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

article page.
Users and readers can build upon other
published findings.
Users get the same computational
environment the original author used – no
setup or installation needed.
Users can work with a suite of tools including
Jupyter.
Users can export the compute capsule and
work outside of Code Ocean, since it is an open
platform.
Published compute capsules are minted with a
DOI and are available via open access.

Article
Home
Page

Code
Ocean

Open Science

IEEE DataPort™
IEEE DataPort is a web-based, cloud services
platform supporting the data-related needs of
the global technical community








Stores datasets of up to 2TB each and enable
deposits of multiple data files (indefinitely
data storage)
Datasets can be linked to IEEE Xplore articles
Datasets are minted with a DOI
Citations are formulated and provided in
multiple formats for users
Integrated with ORCID; users can optionally
have the IEEE DataPort dataset asset
automatically added to their ORCID asset list
Can store and link related documentation –
scripts, visualizations, related documentation

Open Science

TechRxiv™ Preprint Server
TechRxiv is an open, moderated repository for
unpublished and pre-review research in electrical
engineering, computer science, and related technology.








Authors can quickly disseminate their work to a
wide audience to gain feedback of a draft version
and claim credit for their unpublished research.
Aim is to increase the accessibility of scientific
findings, improve research, and build the future
of scholarly communication.
Authors can post preprint papers to TechRxiv
regardless of where they eventually intend to
submit and publish the paper.
TechRxiv is for preprint research only. All
submissions to TechRxiv are screened prior to
acceptance but are not peer reviewed.

